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SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Energy
(J)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Airsoft
Type

MSRP

PG1947
Replica CZ P-10C OR-OT

CO2 ASG 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  22  1.05  19  730  CO2  

215.00 € incl.
tax

CPG1949
RCZ P-10 C magazine, CO2

- 22 rounds 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  22  - - 395  CO2  50.00 € incl. tax

A CZ licensed replica faithful to the original weapon.

Length:195mm/7.7inch
Width: 30/13
Barrel length:
Mag. Capacity:22 BB's
Hop-up: Adjustable
Velocity:100ms/330fps
Weight:730gr/1.6lb
Energy:1.05 joules
Optic Ready (RMR plate)
Flash hider
Under-frame safety and under-frame safety. Relaxation safety
Interchangeable backrests.
Powered by CO2.
Single-notch accessory rail
Compact.
Metal slide.
Authentic CZ markings.

 

 

This CO2 powered blowback pistol is a complete 1:1 scale replica of the highly anticipated CZ P-10 C.
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What makes the P-10 C truly special and sets it above other similar pistols on the market is its performance.
It provides unmatched consistency between shots and between magazines. On top of that, this gun is
wonderfully fuel efficient, capable of easily fueling three entire magazines with a single CO2 capsule . Its
Blowback feature provides crisper, more satisfying feedback than even the most popular airsoft guns, with
sharper recoil with every shot. And thanks to its durable design, the P-10 C has impeccable endurance,
minimizing its wear rate, thereby minimizing the maintenance required. Additionally, it can fire ten to twelve
full magazines before suffering major performance issues due to cold, unlike other guns which weaken
quickly under much less stress. This is without a doubt a true airsofter gun, designed with their needs in
mind.

Its ergonomic handle supports the shooter's grip, providing a comfortable grip and satisfying feel that fits
your hands perfectly. In addition, it has safety controls under the chassis as well as a trip safety. Its small size
not only makes it a wonderful compact weapon to carry discreetly into the CQB arena, but also makes it
lighter and quicker to draw. It is also equipped with traditional metal sights. It features a sleek metal slide and
its bottom frame is made of reinforced polymer, making it both lightweight and durable.

The P-10 C is an easily customizable pistol with a lower accessory rail that can be used to mount lasers,
lights, or other accessories.

Its magazine holds a total of 22 6mm BB rounds that fire at an average speed of 1.05 joules (330 fps).
Additionally, the hop up can easily be adjusted via the slide with no disassembly required, unlike more
conventional internal hammer airsoft guns.

Inside the box, in addition to an amazing gun, also included are interchangeable backrests so the user can
customize the grip to suit their individual preferences. These backstraps are available in small, medium and
large.

The CZ P-10 C airsoft is much more than just an airsoft gun. It's the culmination of years of gun
manufacturing expertise and a deep-rooted passion for airsoft that results in a truly exceptional gun, ready to
take on all types of airsoft play.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


